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INSTRUCTION MANUAL SUPPLEMENT, FIM-71 Sec. 3,4,1, FIM-72 Sec. 2.4.1

The short antenna mast mounted on the FIM case has been changed from a telescoping mast, whish is no longer
available, to a mast made up of separate sections which must be screwed together.  There are three sections, a short base
section attached to the unit and two long sections which are supplied loose. The long sections can be stored in the
bottom of Meter Carrying Case Type MCC-71.

The base section of the new mast is mounted to the case as the old mast was by a pivot assembly consisting of two
cylindrical parts, an inner part to which the mast is attached, and an outer knob which clamps the inner part in place.
The inner part has detent pins which allow it to be locked in three positions: straight down for storage, straight up for
use with the meter panel vertical, and an intermediate position for hand-held measurements using the neck strap.

The base section of the mast has a rotating joint, clamped by a thumbscrew, which permits the antenna to be oriented as
desired. This joint may be pulled apart when the thumbscrew is unscrewed is unscrewed two to three turns; do not
completely remove the thumbscrew.

TO SET UP THE ANTENNA ON THE SHORT MAST:

1. Fully unscrew the outer knob of the pivot (approx. two turns).

2. Pull the inner part of the pivot away from the case to free its detent pins, and swing the mast and antenna
forward and up until the pins fit into holes at the desired operating position.

3. Tighten the outer knob to lock the mast in position.

4. Unscrew the thumbscrew in the mast base section 2-3 turns and remove the antenna with the base section stub
(the shorter part of the mast base section) attached.

5. Unscrew the base section stub from the antenna balun box. For the FIM-71, first swing the antenna elements up
into their operating position , leaving them fully compressed.

6. Screw on of the long mast sections into the antenna balun box, screw the second long section into the first, and
screw the base section into the second long section.

7. Install the antenna and mast on the FIM by reassembling the rotating joint in the base section of the mast. Orient
the antenna assembly as desired and tighten the thumbscrew.

8. Connect the 45-inch RG-223 cable supplied in the FIM cover between the antenna connector and the FIM’s RF
INPUT connector.

9. Adjust the antenna element length as required.

TO RETURN THE ANTENNA TO THE STORAGE POSITION:

Carry out the procedure above in reverse. At Step 4, when reassembling the antenna and stub to the base section, orient
the antenna box with its long side parallel to the end of the case and tighten the thumbscrew.
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